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Presentation Notes
Let us first give you some context regarding our project ‘Entangled Histories’ at the KB National Library of the Netherlands. I (Annemieke) applied for the researcher-in-residence position about a year ago. This is a fully funded part-time function to use the KB collection to answer a specific research question. My focus is on early modern legislation. Since the Low Countries – or, 17 Provinces – were small, they seemed to have to cope with a lot. In my BA, years ago, I encountered legislation against beggars and vagrants stating that they needed to leave within a week, or else they would be chased down. But where did they go? I assumed that, when they crossed the border another area would end up with the same troubles. Hence, I came up with the following hypothesis: ‘Early Modern European states struggled for survival, making it impossible to ‘reinvent the wheel’ each time a problem arose. Hence, it was of tremendous importance to copy, adapt and implement normative rules (aka legislation) that were already proven succesful elsewhere.’ This hypothesis is broader than the Low Countries, but within this project, we do “narrow it down” to the 17 provinces to test it.It may be interesting to know that early modern legislation was announced by the city crier and then stuck to ‘known places’ around the cities and towns. Here you see a part of a painting that shows such a ‘known place’ in Amsterdam (the Paalhuis). 





Sources # 108
Font 88 roman, 20 gothic
Language 67 Dutch, 26 FR, 1 Lat, 14 mix
Pages # 75.000 
Characters# 550 mln
Publication date 17th and 18th century
Region Nearly all provinces

Sources in numbers
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Presentation Notes
Provincial estates decided they wanted what they perceived to be the most important texts to be collected in volumes: placaetboeken. These are the basis of our project. We have collected 108 of these books. This is not the full collection of what has once been printed, but it is what is currently digitised. Here are some numbers, to give you a bit of an overview.



Teaching the computer to 
read and to segment texts
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Presentation Notes
When I, as a researcher, look through the Google-book version of these books of ordinances… it proves very difficult to search them. The google OCR is quite pityful, which makes it impossible to really search for keywords throughout. <Placcaet, resolutie, generale ordonnantie, mitsgaders ordre van verpachtinge ende procederen, item particuliere ordonnantien ende instructien op't collecteeren ende innen van de generale middelen van stadt Groningen ende Ommelanden, Volume 1 (Groningen, 1652).>Hence, within this project, we have uploaded all of these 108 books in Transkribus and I am transcribing these books and creating models to improve readability. I am using the HTR+ option (which can go up to 200 episodes) to create models and apply these to other books as well. It is not possible to create only one Gothic model and apply this to all books in Gothic as printers had their own significant features and the quality goes down. However, there are several book series – printed within the same province – that can be worked on with the same model. Books with mixed languages prove challenging, as Transkribus works with an N-Gram in the back remembering ‘logical character order’; but this seems to work terribly on a combination of Dutch and French as “e” and “c” tend to get mixed up within the other’s language. Training more, or specific training of a model on a specific language per page could be the solution.



• Manually labelled ±3000 laws.
• Used in the casestudy: 470.

• Hierarchical categorisation – 4(+1) layers (MPIeR).
• Converted to SKOS format (Short Knowledge Organisation

System)
• https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3564586

Categorisation
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Annemieke has worked with several of the books of Ordinances within her previous study (BA/MA) and other research project (Rubicon). She has manually labelled approximately 3000 laws according to a categorisation that has been set up by the German Max-Planck-Institute for European Legal History. Their categorisation has been applied to over 15 early modern European states (Sweden, Denmark, German principalities and city states and two Swiss Cantons). This categorisation is hierachical, with first 5 categories ranging from Social Order and Religion, to Justice, Schooling, Economic Affairs and Infrastructure; each of these categories has been subdivided into several other subcategories and those have been received two deeper layers, making it 4 hierarchical layers that are indeed quite distinguishable until at least level three. (For within Social order and Religion, one would find Mariage/Morality but also Religion; within Mariage/Morality one would find specific rules on how to get married, or what to do in case of cheating.) Since it is legislation we are dealing with, texts are rather unambigious. This can mean that several topics are dealt with, within one tekst, but these are still pretty straight forward. 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3564586


See http://journal.dhbenelux.org/journal/issues/002/
article-23-romein/article-23-romein.html

Categorisation

http://journal.dhbenelux.org/journal/issues/002/article-23-romein/article-23-romein.html


• Proof  of  concept: 470 labeled 'documents' (laws)
• <10 subjects each, 3.3 on average
• 69% and 28% of  annotations at level 5 (deepest) and 4

• Training per category level
• 10-fold Cross Validation
• Backend: TF-IDF
• Limit = 4, threshold = 0.4 

Training Annif
SET-UP
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Training per category level: lower level annotations inferred from hierarchyLimit and threshold: Annif hyper parameter optimization



Voettekst invullen via Invoegen - Koptekst en voettekst

Training Annif
RESULTS
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Presentation Notes
Precision@1 indicates the accuracy of the most probable category for every law, as proposed by the model.Variance in test results: only 10% of 470 lawsTrain precision > test precision: lack of generalization, due to the limited amount of dataLevels 1 and 2, majority baseline superior: imbalance in the data: few examples non-dominant categoriesDeeper: distribution over topics more even, majority baseline starts to fail, model performance stable



Voettekst invullen via Invoegen - Koptekst en voettekst

Training Annif
RESULTS
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Presentation Notes
Precision indicates whether the terms suggested by the model are correct according to the manual annotation. Recall measures to what extent manually assigned terms are suggested by the model.Micro-averaged: more robust against imbalanced data.At level 4 and 5, 163 and 1584 categories available: 40% recall is quite impressive, given the limited amount of data. Precision still low.. 



• Limited amount of  data
• Only 'dumb' TF-IDF – curious about other backends
• Impact of  OCR quality?
• Stemmer: Snowball Dutch

Impact of  historical language & spelling variation?
• Making use of  the hierarchy in categories

Training Annif
DISCUSSION



• DH Benelux journal publication:
http://journal.dhbenelux.org/journal/issues/002/article-23-romein/article-23-romein.html

• Info on KB lab:
Dataset: https://lab.kb.nl/dataset/entangled-histories-ordinances-low-countries

Blogs: https://lab.kb.nl/about-us/blog/entangled-histories-bumps-road-and-bursts-success

• Other work with Annif at KB:
https://zenodo.org/record/3899723#.X2B2NIbRZJd

Further Reading
POINTERS

http://journal.dhbenelux.org/journal/issues/002/article-23-romein/article-23-romein.html
https://lab.kb.nl/dataset/entangled-histories-ordinances-low-countries
https://lab.kb.nl/about-us/blog/entangled-histories-bumps-road-and-bursts-success
https://zenodo.org/record/3899723#.X2B2NIbRZJd


• Annemieke continues to work on early-modern legislation
(https://en.huygens.knaw.nl/projecten/game-of-thrones/)

• At the KB, we're experimenting with Annif in a tool to aid the 
cataloguing department: 'Demosaurus'. 
See https://zenodo.org/record/3899723#.X2B6Q4bRZJc

Further Reading
FUTURE WORK

https://zenodo.org/record/3899723#.X2B6Q4bRZJc
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